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Flexibility - Modularity - Diversity
TRIGON, a revolutionary table and desk system,  
is designed to fulfill modern workday life’s needs 
by optimizing the workplace with flexible furniture 
for work, play and collaboration. Taking cues 
from a corporate, communicative and individual 
friendly working environment, TRIGON is 
produced to create both sheltered workspaces 
and settings for meetings and conferencing.

Adhering to the concept of “breaking the right 
angle”, TRIGON’s pragmatic and modular 
features are developed by the implementation 
60° edges onto rectangular systems thus offering 
the communicative qualities of a round table.  
In addition to classical rectangular table layouts 
and row formations, the most innovative aspects 
of TRIGON are exemplified with individual table 
settings that enable the user numerous different 
layouts in an open space. 

The modular table components can be 
combined with special features like sound 
absorbing dividers, shelves and shelters  
offering a more private workspace. TRIGON  
is available in a variety of design possibilities, 
surfaces and colors.

TRIGON allows for higher space efficiency, 
especially in buildings with non-rectangular 
footprints and is a clear solution for activity 
based and collaborative offices. In aim to 
support the era of “NEW WORK” which  
identifies ideal working environments by 
developing a unique harmony between  
human beings, space and technology,  
TRIGON represents a highly functional, 
personalized and versatile office system.

www.trigonworkplacesystem.com
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About 13&9
TRIGON is designed by 13&9, an 
interdisciplinary product design firm from 
Graz, Austria, founded in 2013 by architect 
Martin Lesjak, CEO of INNOCAD Architecture, 
and designer Anastasia Su. The creative 
community at 13&9 is both a design studio  
for international companies and its own label 
which produces and sells their own products.

In 2015, Martin Lesjak was honored by 
Contract Magazine USA as Designer of the 
Year for his consistent quality and innovative 
architecture and design work. In addition to  
this award, 13&9 has been recognized recently 
with multiple awards for its product collections, 
including the Best of Neocon Gold Award 2015 
and Red Dot Award 2015.

Space Efficiency
TRIGON offers more working space than traditional rectangular desks, with the  
same floor space. By using TRIGON hexagonal and triangular desks up to 15%  
more working space can be created. By adding TRIGON storage solutions on  
and under the desks even more office space can be saved.



 open
places

Most modern offices are characterized by open 
work places. The TRIGON workplace system 
offers completely new possibilities for the design 
of the open places. The workplaces can be 
arranged flexibly in free geometric shapes, 
according to temporary team structures.

 me
places

Me places are workplaces where one can 
retreat and focus without distraction of others. 
TRIGON provides shelters with acoustic inner 
walls to work in peace. These shelters can also 
be used as phonebooths.

Elements &
Configurations
TRIGON is based on elements with 60°, 90°  
and 120° edges. By combining these elements,  
an infinite number of configurations can be 
created with solutions for each type of work.



we
places

We places are places of encounter, of exchange 
and of formal and informal communication.  
With TRIGON it is possible to create divers 
configurations for meeting and conferencing.

Options

Cushion Power and  
data socket

Flower pot Wireless charger

Cable duct In height adjustable

Monitor mounting



Extensive 
Colour Palette

Example  
Configurations

L10 - white L19 - Grey L20 - Black

P23 - White
RAL 9016

P11 - Grey P10 - Black
RAL 9005

P29 - Agate Grey
RAL 7038

P27 - Sepia Brown
RAL 8014

P45 - Gold

P49 - Copper

TRIGON comes in 3 different colours of laminate  
for the table tops and 7 powdercoating colours  
for the frames.

Powdercoat colours

Laminate colours
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TRIGON Slim Desk

TRIGON Desk

TRIGON Acoustic Wall

TRIGON Acoustic Wall

TRIGON Acoustic Wall

TRIGON Simple Desk

TRIGON Simple Desk

TRIGON Rhomb Desk

TRIGON Shelf

TRIGON ShelfTRIGON Book Storage

TRIGON Shelter 81
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